CIVIA HYLAND KICKSTAND INSTALLATION

WARNING: Read these instructions completely before beginning installation of this product. If you lack the knowledge or tools to perform this installation, please have your local professional bicycle mechanic do the job. Improper installation can result in loss of control, damage to the bicycle, and/or serious injury or death to the rider.

Note: This kickstand is designed for external bottom brackets only.

TO INSTALL:
1. Place the clamp on the non-drive side external bottom bracket cup.
2. Install the clamp bolts. Hand-tighten until the bolts are snug, but the clamp still rotates freely.
3. To install the stabilizing arm, insert the arm into either the lower or upper mount on the inside of the kickstand, depending on frame size/style. Using the lower mount will lean the bike further. Secure from the outside with the arm bolt using a 3mm hex wrench.
4. Once the stabilizing arm is in place, rotate the clamp assembly counter-clockwise until the stabilizing arm contacts the bottom-bracket shell. Tighten the clamp bolts with a 4mm hex wrench
5. To adjust the angle of your kickstand, place it in its resting position. The adjustment screw is located in front of the kickstand’s pivot point and can be adjusted using a 2mm hex wrench. Turn clockwise for a more upright bike position, counter-clockwise to lean the bike further.